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Banks have lots of meetings, which is why we were interested to see a new report from Bain &

Company on the subject. It found that 67% of meetings end before participants can make important

decisions and 85% of executives are dissatisfied with the efficiency and effectiveness of their

company's meetings. There are lots of ways to improve meetings, but just knowing this data is a good

first step.

In an effort to help community bankers with their next meeting on corporate governance, yesterday

we discussed the just released "principles for enhancing corporate governance" report from the

global bank regulatory community. Today we begin our discussion with changes bankers will need to

incorporate related to enhancing risk management and control.

Regulators expect banks to have a defined risk management function that includes a chief risk officer

(or equivalent); a compliance function and an internal audit function. Regulators also expect banks to

ensure each of these is given authority, stature, independence, resources and access to the board. In

addition, regulators expect banks to identify, assess and monitor risk companywide; have internal

controls systems in place; and to keep pace with changes to the bank's risk profile. Factors such as

growth or shifts in external risks may require banks to enhance risk practices more quickly than in the

past. Finally, regulators expect banks to have a risk management structure that supports frank and

timely internal communication within the bank about risk and provides robust ongoing reporting to

management and the Board.

Compensation standards tied to risk, reducing complexity of corporate structures and increasing

transparency are also key facets of the new principles. Basically, these main components and the

ones we laid out yesterday are designed to clarify what examiners will be looking for and to help

banks more quickly enhance corporate governance processes.

We have learned much from the crisis and many of the problems we have encountered lead back to

corporate governance, so this approach by the regulators isn't surprising. Here are some things you

can do to stay on top of things.

Regulators make it clear that the Board has overall responsibility for the bank. As such, Boards

specifically will need to approve and monitor the business strategy (including long-term financial

interests, risk exposure and ability to manage risk); approve and oversee the risk strategy (including

risk tolerance or appetite); set policies for risk, risk management and compliance; have an internal

controls system; manage compensation; and have a corporate governance framework (that includes

principles, corporate values and a code of conduct). Boards are required to maintain an effective

relationship with regulators and when making decisions be sure to take into account the interests of

shareholders, depositors and other relevant stakeholders.

Regulators also expect Board members to remain qualified; receive training; have a clear

understanding of their role in corporate governance; define governance practices for its own work

and ensure these practices are followed (and periodically reviewed); establish committee charters;

and have committees set up for audit, risk, compensation, nominations/governance and ethics.
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Finally, regulators highlight that the board of the parent company has the overall responsibility for

corporate governance and risk management for all subsidiaries.

Regulators expect management to ensure the bank's activities are consistent with the business

strategy, risk tolerance/appetite and policies approved by the Board (including promoting

accountability, transparency and implementing risk management systems). In addition, management

must identify and manage risks companywide and make sure systems keep pace with changes to the

bank's risk profile and the external risk landscape. Finally, management teams need to incorporate

quantitative and qualitative measures; clearly explain assumptions used; conduct stress testing;

scenario analysis; capital adequacy testing; back test; update policies and procedures; ensure 3rd

parties review things; have a formal approval process for new products; conduct risk assessments;

review product pricing and enhance internal communication. Since these and other processes around

corporate governance and communication are ongoing projects at every bank, it looks like meetings

are here to stay.

BANK NEWS

M&amp;A

Old National Bancorp ($7.7B, IN) has entered a deal to purchase Monroe Bancorp ($850mm, IN) for

$83.5mm.

M&amp;A

German American Bancorp ($1.3B, IN) will acquire American Community ($312mm, IN) for

approximately $30mm.

M&amp;A

Cadence Bank ($1.9B, MS) has called off its merger deal with Trustmark National Bank ($9.1B).

Instead, Cadence has agreed to a deal with a PE group, Community Bancorp LLC for $30mm. The

termination fee is est. to be over $2mm.

CC Delinquencies

According to the ABA, bank card delinquencies fell from 3.88% in the 1Q to 3.62% in the 2Q.

Economy

A new survey by the WSJ finds about 50% of people expect the recovery to be long and drawn out,

while 46% think a recovery won't happen until 2013 or later.

Housing

Zillow reports roughly 33% of people are unlikely to qualify for a mortgage because their credit scores

are too low.
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